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At Compass Mortgage, our goal is help you realize your dreams of homeownership and to assist you in
the long-term management of your mortgage so that you can get the most out of your home. We are
committed to providing you with an exceptional level of service that exceeds your expectations.
Moving is a big decision! There are even more factors to consider when you’re changing the size of
your living space. Our Upsizing/Downsizing Handbook will help you work through when it might be
time to upgrade to a home with more space, or conversely, when it’s time to move into something a
little smaller.

WHO IS COMPASS?
Compass is a mortgage banker, not a mortgage broker. This subtle but important distinction gives us
a greater level of control over the loan process and allows us to provide a higher level of service to our
clients because we control the process from beginning to end, and we use our own funds to fund the
loan.
We do underwriting in house which, in most cases, gives us the ability to approve the loans we
originate. Because of this, we can quickly turn around a loan which might make the difference
between getting the house you want or losing it to another buyer.
Mortgages are our only business, and our passion is to help our clients make informed decisions
regarding their home financing. Our experienced staff is always here to answer questions you might
have!

Dan Graham

Chairman & CEO
Compass Mortgage
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One minute you’re bringing home your first child, and the next you and your spouse are preparing to
be empty nesters. Life moves quickly, and whatever your situation, homebuyers often wonder when
it’s right to consider a larger or a smaller home.
Reasons to upsize or downsize are as diverse as each family, but in this guide we’ll help walk you
through some common considerations before you decide to upsize or downsize.

UPSIZING YOUR HOME
Is that starter home you purchased in your early twenties just not cutting it anymore? As you grow your
family, your home needs to work for you in different ways. Here are some reasons you might consider
upsizing:
Reasons to Upsize
•

Need for more space. As your family dynamic changes, you may find yourself in need of more
bedrooms to accommodate children, out of town visitors, or live-in parents. The addition of more
people may also require more storage!

•

Changing needs. Perhaps you’ve made a career change that allows you to work from home, or
picked up a new hobby that requires a dedicated space in your home. Maybe you want the toys
out of the living room and into a dedicated playroom? Shifting priorities are large motivations for
the move-up buyer.

•

Alignment of mortgage rates and home prices. Even if you don’t need the space yet, but think
you will in the near future, the market may dictate that you start upgrading sooner rather than
later.

•

Change in income. If you receive a raise at work, or perhaps a substantial inheritance from
a family member, this change in your financial outlook can give you the means to invest in a
larger home.
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If you’ve decided the time is right to upsize, it’s also important to understand financial and
maintenance responsibility that comes with a bigger house. Consider these factors when making the
decision to upsize:
•

Can I afford it? A larger house will usually mean a larger mortgage payment, more taxes, and
possibly a higher home insurance premium. Larger homes also require more upkeep and can
have larger utility bills. There will also be more square footage to furnish, decorate and clean! Are
you willing to cut back in other areas of your life to afford this commitment? Take a look at your
budget to see what you can afford.

•

Are my finances in good standing? Lenders will look at your credit score and debt-to-income
ratio. If you’ve done damage to your credit since purchasing your last home, things may look
different this time around.

•

Can I sell my current home? If you don’t own your current home outright, be sure you’re able to
sell it before committing to a new, larger, home. This will help avoid the burden of carrying two
mortgage payments.

DOWNSIZING YOUR HOME
If you find that your current lifestyle doesn’t necessitate the need for lots of square footage,
downsizing is something to consider! Here are some reasons to consider downsizing:
Reasons to Downsize
•

Desire for a low-maintenance lifestyle: Larger homes require more cleaning, yardwork, and
more resources for upkeep. Maybe you spend a large amount of time out-of-town or don’t want
to spend time and money on these things anymore.

•

Change in financial situation: Life is unpredictable. The home you are currently in may no
longer fit in your budget.

•

Unused space: Buying a smaller home is common for couples nearing retirement and emptynesters. When your children leave and start families of their own, your four-bedroom home may
seem too big!
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While downsizing may seem simple, there are some obstacles to consider when thinking about
transitioning into a smaller home:
•

Will you host houseguests? If your home is the hub for family get-togethers, you will have to
determine whether or not you’ll be able to host in your smaller space.

•

What will you do with all of your stuff? A smaller house comes with less storage space which
means you’ll also have to downsize your belongings! Selling or storing them are both options to
consider.

•

How important is privacy? Moving into a smaller home usually means less space to escape when
you need quiet time. It can also mean being closer to neighbors—especially if you’re moving into a
condo or townhome.

Upsizing or downsizing is a personal decision. Whatever your reasons, talk to one of our loan officers
about how your next home purchase will fit with your financial needs and goals.
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